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BOOTH 4301 Middle Atlantic Products’ (MAP) value-
oriented IP solutions, the Select Series PDU with 
RackLink, is featured at CEDIA 2018. Ideal for 
small to large enclosures in commercial applications, 
the Select Series PDU with RackLink offers versatile 
vertical, compact and traditional rackmount form 
factors that simplify installation and reduce the cost 
of service by providing intelligent power optimized 
for AV systems. The solutions join MAP’s Premium 
Series PDU with RackLink offering, broadening the 
company’s range of form factors with RackLink-

enabled control to fit any price point, space require-
ment or system need.

The series is comprised of five 15-amp models in 
wide-ranging form factors: two-outlet compact, four-
outlet rackmount, nine-outlet rackmount, 10-outlet 
low-profile vertical and 16-outlet vertical. All form 
factors are enabled with RackLink technology, creating 
a simple and cost-effective solution that puts intelligent 
control of power distribution right at the integrator’s 
fingertips, anywhere in the world. With intuitive setup 
and operation, pre-emptive problem notification and 

automatic problem resolution, Select Series PDU with 
RackLink ensures system reliability and uptime. 

MAP’s Select Series PDU with RackLink

Middle Atlantic Offers Select Series PDU With RackLink

BOOTH 1135 H-P Products is adding the new entry-
level MX2500 to its central vacuum power unit 
offering. The MX2500 provides consistent cleaning 
performance at an affordable price.

The MX2500 power unit allows dealers to offer 
a solution for homeowners that might not otherwise 
opt for a central vacuum due to budget constric-
tions. New home buyers of starter homes, smaller 
homes and townhouses are perfect candidates for 

the MX2500. 
The unit is just 20 inches tall with a 10-inch 

diameter, boasts 501 air watts and is rated for 
homes up to 2,500 square fet. The MX2500 unit 
is a top-loading replaceable filter bag unit that uses 
a three-gallon CleanShield filter bag to seal in the 
dirt for easy disposal. That means vacuumed dirt is 
transported directly to the bag, so users never come 
in contact with dirt, allergens or debris.

BOOTH 4301 Legrand is introducing its first line of pow-
ered subwoofers, under the Nuvo brand, at CEDIA 
2018. The new models feature a front-mounted woofer 
in a cabinet constructed of durable MDF for distor-
tion-free bass response and are also compatible with 
an optional wireless kit for great installation flexibility.

The new line includes the: NV-SUB8: eight-
inch model that packs hard-hitting bass into a 
discreet, compact, black vinyl enclosure with a 
single front-mounted port. Its all-digital 100-watt 
amplifier generates premium low-frequency audio 
(30Hz-200Hz) to smaller home theater or audio 
installations; NV-SUB10: 10-inch model that brings a 
new dimension of deep and detailed clarity to movies 
and music. With an efficient all-digital 200-watt 
amplifier, this model adds powerful low-frequency 
response (27Hz-200Hz) to mid-sized home theater 
or audio installations; NV-SUB12: 12-inch model 
that elevates the enjoyment of music, movies and 
video games with very dynamic low frequency 
audio response. It boasts an efficient all-digital 
300-watt amplifier that delivers deep and detailed 
low-frequency sound (23Hz-200Hz) to custom home 
theater or audio installations.

Entry-Level MX2500 Central Vac 
Joins H-P Products Lineup

Legrand Showcases First Powered 
Subwoofers Line

Peerless-AV 
Intros Outdoor 
Articulating 
Wall Mount
BOOTH 4615 Versatile for any outdoor surface, 
Peerless-AV’s Outdoor Articulating Wall Mount 
(ESA763PU) is a mounting solution for 32- to 
80-inch indoor or outdoor displays. The mount 
is specially coated with a protective anti-corrosive 
e-coating that repels against damaging temper-
ature-related and outdoor corrosive elements, 
making it an all-season mounting solution.

To support larger displays, the mount fea-
tures dual arm construction for added strength 
and smooth motion. For perfect positioning, the 
mount extends up to 27.94 inches from the wall 
and features 4.5 inches of post-installation hori-
zontal adjustability and an IncreLok tilt that 
allows adjustment of +15 degrees/-five degrees.

Offering a clean aesthetic, the Outdoor 
Articulating Wall Mount features a minimalistic 
wall plate allowing for increased wall access 
as well as integrated cable management for a 
discrete installation.

With the ability to mount to wood, concrete 
and cinder block, the Outdoor Articulating 
Wall Mount provides display positioning in a 
range of settings, including patios or decks, sun-
rooms, locker rooms, bathrooms, car washes, 
indoor pools, water parks and more.

Peerless-AV’s Outdoor Articulating Wall Mount
Legrand’s NV-SUB12 powered subwoofer
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